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All elements in the Compound Sideboard work together in harmony to provide a

compound
sideboard

multi-functional storage solution that combines drawers, shelves and cupboards.
Narrow shut-lines and push-to-open mechanisms give the sideboard a minimal,
elegant aesthetic. The legs are made with solid American white oak. The body, doors
and drawers are made with a combination of veneer and solid-edged board. Hettich
drawer-runners allow you to access items with ease. Designed in our New Zealand
studio by David Moreland and Nikolai Sorensen.

MATERIAL
American Oak/Oak Veneer
COLOUR

Natural Oak

Green

MIT0054SBMH Sideboard (medium)
MIT0054SBLH Sideboard (large)

MIT0069SBMH Sideboard (medium)
MIT0069SBLH Sideboard (large)

Grey

Black

MIT0068SBMH Sideboard (medium)
MIT0068SBLH Sideboard (large)

MIT0076SBMH Sideboard (medium)
MIT0076SBLH Sideboard (large)

DIMENSIONS
Packaged
Assembled

155x45x67.5cmh (medium) |
150x40x60.5cmh (medium) |

205x45x67.5cmh (large)
200x40x60.5cmh (large)

52.42kg (medium)
45.4kg (medium)

76kg
65.5kg

WEIGHT
Packaged
Assembled

200cm

|
|

(large)
(large)

40cm

60.5cm

150cm

40cm

60.5cm

ASSEMBLY REQUIRED
No

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
Clean with a soft damp cloth and water only. Do not use chemical cleaners on any surfaces. Avoid leaving water sitting on the wood as this can
cause small spots and permanent marks - wipe immediately with a dry cloth. Wipe the lacquered surface using straight strokes not in a circular
direction. After wiping the area use a dry cloth to remove any moisture left on the surface. General care: We do not recommend placing your
furniture in direct sunlight or near sources of heat. This is due to the natural characteristics of wood as it expands and contracts with changes
in humidity. Placing your furniture in these environments may cause the timber to dry out; shrink and crack. Do not place hot or sharp objects
on the surface of the wood as this can cause irreparable damage. Also avoid using any harsh solvents such as nail polish remover/alcohol at all
times.

